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in the end, civilization: call to power was created. it got some good reviews. i played it, even finished it, but i didn't like it. i think it was because it was more civilization iii
than civilization ii. whatever, it failed and died. the sounds are created with a simple small c program that i called sounddump.exe. this program outputs a stream of 128

bits integers that express the sound levels in a 32-bit integer (no clipping!). with this 64k of data the next step is not too hard: just output them via a tcp connection.
unfortunately sound and tcp sockets are not portable: i needed to use the winsock library by bill gates which is not free. this was an exercise for me in getting to

understand winsock to use it for a real game. there are lots of things to be fixed and improved with this code: a do-while loop for sure, and there's definitely not a good
way to test the connection. i'm sure no one wants to wait for a computer game to play a cd. this code works but i don't have a confirmed server/client version. the code

is available for download on www.user-upload.net . it is clear that the primary focus has been to recreate the feel and look of the earlier games, but with most of the
bugs fixed and some fresh features added. i love that cities now have buildings and that little cartoon people are still walking around in some cities (i'm not sure if this is

a bug or a design decision). the look of the game is a huge improvement over the previous games, what with the much more colourful tiles and the much clearer end-
game graphics. there is a nice hint of early soviet inspired graphics in this rather than just copying the looks of the old games and look, but, as some of the elements,

such as the scoring, continue to be abandoned, it is a little obvious what the developers are trying for. the 4x game play is kept, with the players each having access to
twelve technologies of the last age with which they can build city size structures. of course, this is not as many as possible technologies, and because the budget for a
city size building is the same as your whole age's budget, the game becomes a lot tougher as you advance in age. all in all, this looks very good and plays like a game

that is trying to do something new.
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after all of this, which of course gives me the chance to always make a sidebar that reads if
you're really interested, read the developer's notes. i'll just turn around and say as an aside,

this game is even more complex than civilization ii. what's going on? hmm. maybe i'm the only
one that notices these things. on the other hand, i'm not the only one who finds the games so

terrible because i have a high skill level and some of them take me hours to finish. it's no
wonder that these little games are so popular. as a side note, this game is the only game i

have ever seen that has a complex computer interface. as in, you won't find that save-restore-
load situation in a modern, more advanced os. i have never seen a game that goes so far as to

save only computer variables and restore them when needed. i don't even know if you can
simulate that in real life. i have no idea how they do it, and i don't want to try. having it all

saved, all the time, in an infinite loop, is not good. so, when you've been wondering what in the
world happened to this series. in case you haven't been following, i'll begin. vassal industries
made mission earth , a game that was to be the second iteration of the popular civilization

series. well, apparently, it never happened. i'm not sure why or what happened, but the game
never made it. mission earth developed a small but enthusiastic cult, and eventually someone

got the bright idea of converting a lot of graphics and scripts and such into a standalone
program that would act as a replacement for the original game. 5ec8ef588b
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